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BIEDERMEIER PERIOD 19TH CENTURY WALNUT STOOLS WITH X-FORM
BASES, A PAIR

$5,995
A pair of Biedermeier period walnut stools from the 19th century with X-Form bases, turned spindle shaped stretchers and

upholstered seats. These 19th-century Biedermeier walnut stools are an embodiment of classic elegance and timeless design.
Crafted during the Biedermeier period, known for its emphasis on simplicity and sophistication, these stools offer both style and

comfort. The X-Form bases are a hallmark of Biedermeier design, creating a symmetrical and visually pleasing structure.
Delicately turned spindle-shaped stretchers connect the X-shaped legs, adding both stability and aesthetic charm to the design.
Their upholstered seats have been tastefully reupholstered with a linen fabric. The linen's neutral tones complement the warm

walnut wood, creating a harmonious and inviting visual contrast. Each stool features small carved medallions on the X-Form
bases, a subtle yet distinctive detail that reflects the Biedermeier period's commitment to fine craftsmanship and attention to
detail. In your home, these walnut stools can serve a variety of purposes. They can be placed in your living room, providing
extra seating for guests or acting as versatile side tables for holding drinks or books. In the bedroom, they can function as

elegant dressing table stools or as decorative accents at the foot of your bed. The timeless design of these Biedermeier walnut
stools allows them to seamlessly blend with different interior styles, from traditional to contemporary. They bring a touch of

classic European sophistication to any room they grace.

Height: 15.5 in (39.37 cm)

Width: 19.5 in (49.53 cm)

Depth: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Seat Height: 15.5 in (39.37 cm)

SKU: A 4751
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